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Abstract 
In the era of digital economy, technological innovation has created new monopoly tools 
for enterprises, and a series of monopoly problems derived therefrom have become a 
topic of common concern in the society. In view of this, on the one hand, from the 
perspective of economics, this paper systematically analyzes the monopoly tools used by 
digital enterprises, studies their behavioral motivation, and summarizes their general 
characteristics; On the other hand, it combs the monopoly history of digital enterprises 
and comprehensively analyzes its impact on market competition and social welfare. At 
the same time, combined with the hot issue of Internet economy, this paper analyzes the 
problems and challenges faced by antitrust governance in China's Internet field, and puts 
forward policy suggestions. 
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1. The Origin of Monopoly in Digital Economy -- Dispute and Analysis 

1.1. Origin of Digital Economy Monopoly 
The so-called "digital monopoly" means that the common phenomenon of "winner take all" in 
the digital economy may evolve into a few monopoly platforms to maintain the status of 
"winner take all" for a long time, causing damage to benign market competition and consumer 
welfare. Monopoly is one of the key causes of market failure. If there is a certain degree of 
market failure, we need to rely on appropriate public policies (mainly competition policies) to 
restrict market forces, maintain market competition and improve social welfare. The antitrust 
supervision of large Internet enterprises in various countries has a long history, but the 
attention has increased significantly in recent years, and the social disputes are becoming more 
and more serious. As early as the end of the 20th century, the U.S. Department of justice 
investigated the illegal bundling and tying of Microsoft's windows operating system; Since then, 
Google's search engine and Android mobile operating system have been subject to antitrust 
investigations by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and the European Commission since 
2010. Similarly, digital platform companies such as Amazon, eBay, Facebook and Uber have 
been or are being subject to antitrust investigations in different countries. Countries carry out 
antitrust investigations on these platform enterprises not only because of their dominant 
position or market power in their respective market segments, but mainly because of relevant 
monopoly behaviors. Such as abusing the dominant market position to conduct unreasonable 
shielding, discrimination or hijacking (including restricting transactions); First mover mergers 
that may stifle future competition or hinder market entry and cross-border transmission of 
monopoly forces; Unclear abuse of user data and artificial intelligence algorithms, 
unreasonable discrimination or monopoly agreement, etc. 
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1.2. Disputes between "Liberals" and "Regulators" Continue 
Whether and how to properly and effectively supervise these "digital platform oligarchs" has 
always been controversial. First, the "liberals" who advocate as little intervention as possible. 
Based on the dynamic competition of digital market and the importance of innovation incentive, 
some people worry that excessive or inappropriate intervention will destroy competition 
rather than protect competition, and may also inhibit innovation. They believe that law 
enforcement agencies should not intervene in the rapidly developing digital economy, because 
any government intervention in the dynamic market will damage the interests of consumers. 
At the same time, any market force is just a passing cloud in the face of dynamic competition, 
and the benefits of antitrust regulation are very limited. Some scholars worry that in the highly 
dynamic digital market, it is often difficult to strike monopoly and maintain innovation 
incentive mechanism. The second is the "Regulation School" who advocates active intervention. 
They believe that in some cases, competition law enforcement is urgently needed in the digital 
market to protect the competition structure that promotes innovation and stop anti 
competitive or exclusive behaviors that hinder the dynamic competition process in time. As 
pointed out in the special report issued by the European Commission, although gaining a 
dominant position in the digital market does not mean that it is bound to be illegal, the rules of 
competition law should hang on the "digital oligarchs" like the "sword of Damocles" and pay 
close attention to their every move. With the accelerated diffusion of digital technology, the 
platform's use of new competitive elements such as data and algorithms may "erode" the 
traditional competitive mechanism. Collusion beyond the scope of regulatory capacity will be 
common, the manifestations of price discrimination become more and more confusing, and 
algorithm driven monopoly organizations abuse personal information, which may even become 
a powerful tool to affect the political ecology. Some scholars call for active intervention in order 
to repair market defects and promote consumer welfare. Of course, choosing the right time and 
effective way is still a very complex problem; In the past, the antitrust rules based on the 
traditional economy were not always applicable in the digital platform market. 

1.3. Dispute Over "Advantages and Disadvantages" of Digital Monopoly 
What cannot be ignored is that many platform enterprises now use the advantages of data to 
manipulate the digital market. Some scholars believe that the more companies know about 
consumers, the better they can meet their needs and monetize their attention. Enterprises are 
increasingly using their knowledge of consumers to not only match them with the content they 
may like, but also promote consumers to pay more, which is conducive to the development of 
the market. 

2. On the Typical Behavior of Enterprises in the Digital Age 

2.1. Sort Out the Typical Monopoly Behaviors of Enterprises in the Era of 
Digital Economy 

In the era of digital economy, technological progress provides a new topic for antitrust research. 
On the one hand, technological innovation creates new monopoly tools for enterprises; On the 
other hand, digital technology brings new monopoly threats to some traditional economic 
phenomena. At the same time, the growth of bilateral and multilateral markets in the digital 
economy makes the interaction between antitrust policies and consumer privacy, fair trade and 
other rights and interests protection policies. How to give consideration to enterprise 
development and consumer rights and interests is an important issue in the field of antitrust in 
the digital economy. Therefore, this paper focuses on five types of business tools that are 
frequently used by digital enterprises and have a great impact on consumer welfare: price 
discrimination (big data ripening), competitive ranking, enterprise M & A, data information 
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restriction and predatory pricing, and studies their behavior motivation from the perspective 
of economics. 

2.2. Summarize the General Characteristics of Enterprise Monopoly Behavior 
in the Digital Economy Era 

In the era of digital economy, advanced technology has created new monopoly tools and 
upgraded some traditional tools. At the same time, other traditional tools such as various 
vertical agreements and horizontal agreements have not appeared in the antitrust cases of 
digital enterprises. First, the efficiency of traditional monopoly tools is often lower than that of 
new digital tools. For example, in the era of digital economy, the convenience of enterprises to 
obtain consumer information is much higher than that in the era of traditional economy, and 
the purpose of M & A is easier to realize in the digital economy. Therefore, enterprises are more 
willing to adopt digital tools. On the other hand, it comes from the avoidance of antitrust 
regulation by digital enterprises. Before the improvement of laws and regulations for the digital 
economy, economics has a long history of research on traditional monopoly tools. Practitioners 
around the world have accumulated rich experience and have a deep understanding of 
traditional monopoly tools. Therefore, the use of traditional monopoly tools often brings the 
risk of violation, and enterprises will be more cautious in decision-making. Dual reasons make 
digital monopoly tools more popular. 

2.3. Analyze the Impact of Digital Monopoly on Market Competition 
The most direct harm caused by the digital monopoly platform and the disorderly expansion of 
capital is to damage the effective market competition. Some large-scale digital platforms adopt 
strangling mergers and acquisitions, abuse of market dominance, monopoly agreements and 
other behaviors, such as "one out of two", "3Q war", binding payment instruments, blocking 
links and third-party payment instruments, which wantonly restrict, exclude and interfere with 
market competition, eliminate (potential) competitors, build a "moat", improve entry barriers 
and hinder dynamic innovation and market efficiency, Reduce consumer welfare and social 
public interests. 

2.4. Discuss the Antitrust Governance of the Internet in the Digital Age 
Internet economy is the most important part of digital economy and plays an important role in 
it. On the one hand, Internet enterprises use digital technology to process big data, weaken the 
information asymmetry between supply and demand, optimize transaction procedures, reduce 
transaction and information costs, and provide great momentum for economic development. 
On the other hand, a variety of digital economy monopoly tools mentioned above are common 
and frequent in platform enterprises, which have an adverse impact on consumers' rights and 
social development, making Internet enterprises the focus of antitrust regulation in the new 
era. 

3. Antitrust Governance in China in the Era of Digital Economy -- Current 
Situation and Challenge 

3.1. Antitrust Situation of Platform Economy in the Era of Digital Economy 
In recent years, in the context of digital economy, antitrust law enforcement of large Internet 
technology companies at home and abroad has been strengthened. The EU has always adhered 
to the attitude of strict governance of Internet companies. At the law enforcement level, the EU 
has never stopped the antitrust investigation of Internet companies. From 2017 to 2019, the 
EU imposed antitrust penalties on Google three times, with a total of 8.25 billion euros in fines. 
On July 17, 2019, the EU announced an antitrust investigation into Amazon's abuse of third-
party seller data and Amazon's "buy box" service. On June 16, 2020, the EU announced an 
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antitrust investigation into Apple's app store and apple payment service. At the legislative level, 
the EU promulgated the digital services act and the digital market act on December 15, 2020 to 
protect the basic rights of users, create a safe digital space, and finally establish a fair 
competition environment to promote innovation and growth. Unlike the EU, the United States 
is more cautious in antitrust regulation of Internet platforms. The antitrust lawsuit filed by the 
U.S. Federal Department of justice and 20 state governments against Microsoft in 1998 and the 
antitrust investigation launched by the U.S. Federal Trade Commission against Google in 2011 
and 2013 ended in settlement. However, in recent years, the United States has strengthened its 
antitrust against the platform economy. On October 6, 2020, the judicial committee of the US 
House of Representatives issued the "digital market competition investigation report", pointing 
out that Google, Amazon, Facebook and apple play the role of "gatekeeper" in their dominant 
markets respectively. Since then, many antitrust lawsuits against Google, Amazon, Facebook 
and apple have emerged in the United States. 
In view of the adverse competition in the platform economy, China is also strengthening the 
anti-monopoly work of the platform economy. On February 7, 2021, the State Administration 
of Market Supervision issued the anti monopoly guide on the field of platform economy, which 
made special provisions on "one out of two" and "big data ripening". In terms of law 
enforcement, on December 14, 2020, the State Administration of market supervision separately 
imposed top punishment on Alibaba, Yuewen group and Fengchao network for failing to declare 
and implement business concentration according to law. On February 8, 2021, the State 
Administration of market supervision imposed an administrative penalty of 3 million yuan on 
vipshop's "one of two" behavior. On April 10, 2021, the State Administration of market 
supervision imposed an administrative penalty on Alibaba Group's "one out of two" behavior 
according to law, ordered it to stop its illegal behavior, and imposed a fine of 18.228 billion 
yuan based on 4% of its 2019 sales. 

3.2. Challenges Faced by Platform Economy Antitrust in the Era of Digital 
Economy 

Digital economy is significantly different from traditional economy, which brings great 
challenges to the antitrust work of platform economy in the era of digital economy. On the one 
hand, the platform economy is virtual. The particularity of digital economy is to create 
diversified and dynamic market value based on a large number of diversified real-time dynamic 
data, with data production factors as the core, through the design and operation of various 
algorithms, which makes digital economic activities hidden. On the other hand, the platform 
economy has spillover. The rapid development of Internet, big data and artificial intelligence 
and the deep integration with the real economy make the merger and expansion of relevant 
enterprises have great spillover, resulting in the influence of enterprises far exceeding that of 
traditional enterprises, and the traditional relevant market definition rules are difficult to be 
effectively applied. 
Overall, the antitrust work of platform economy in the era of digital economy faces more 
challenges. 
3.2.1. Algorithm Collusion 
Algorithmic collusion is essentially the same as that in the traditional market. The difference is 
that algorithmic collusion uses algorithms to implement collaborative behavior, which has the 
characteristics of strong stability and weak transparency. Without in-depth data analysis and 
empirical research, it is difficult to find the existence of these algorithms. At the same time, it is 
more challenging to analyze the impact of algorithms on competition. 
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3.2.2. Refuse Transaction 
Digital economy market has obvious network effect. In order to consolidate their monopoly 
position, many enterprises often restrict potential competitors. To determine whether the 
rejection of transactions has the effect of excluding and restricting competition, it is usually 
necessary to judge whether the products or services provided by the rejection participants 
constitute necessary facilities. However, the current discussion on the exposed platform 
rejection of transactions is still limited to the theoretical level. 
3.2.3. Restricted Transactions 
The "one out of two" behavior that has been criticized is a typical mandatory restricted trading 
behavior. However, the standard for identifying the restricted trading behavior prohibited by 
the anti-monopoly law is high and there are many difficulties. There are not only the relevant 
market definition in the field of digital economy, but also the identification of dominant position, 
the composition of abuse and whether the relevant defenses are established. 
3.2.4. Price Discrimination 
In the era of digital economy, Internet platforms can obtain a large amount of user data from 
various channels. Based on big data and algorithms, differentiated transaction prices are 
implemented according to the payment ability, consumption preference and use habits of the 
trading counterpart. In recent years, the phenomenon of "big data ripening" is more common, 
which has greatly damaged consumers' right to know and fair trading. 
3.2.5. Self Preferential Treatment 
The report on competition policy in the digital age believes that self preferential treatment is 
the behavior that the platform party gives preferential treatment to its own products or 
services when competing with other enterprises in the platform. Under the background of 
digital economy, the self preferential treatment behavior of the platform has been amplified to 
a great extent, which has a great impact on consumers and operators in the platform. However, 
the existing relevant laws and regulations do not regard self preferential treatment as abuse of 
market dominance or unfair competition. 

4. Countermeasures Against the Challenge of Platform Economy Antitrust 
in the Era of Digital Economy 

4.1. Strengthen Compliance Guidance. 
Compared with post supervision, pre supervision pays attention to the prevention of hazards 
and emphasizes improving the consciousness of enterprises, which can play a corresponding 
role. The antitrust of platform economy needs to comply with the characteristics of digital 
economy, appropriately change the traditional antitrust supervision mode, and shift from the 
mode of focusing on post supervision to the supervision mode and regulation paradigm of 
paying equal attention to pre in process supervision and post supervision, and the co 
governance of law and technology. Specifically, to strengthen ex ante supervision, we can start 
with the compliance supervision system, build an anti-monopoly compliance evaluation system 
on the basis of formulating relevant compliance standards or guidelines, and enhance the 
enthusiasm of enterprises to comply with laws and regulations. 

4.2. Enhance Technical Support. 
With the development of science and technology, the monopoly behavior of enterprises is 
becoming more and more diversified and complex. Technologies such as artificial intelligence 
and big data have been widely used in business models. If regulators do not have the 
corresponding Internet technology capabilities, it is difficult to conduct competitive analysis on 
the behavior of enterprises. Therefore, the market supervision department needs to make 
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efforts in digital supervision. On the one hand, strengthen the education and training of digital 
antitrust personnel to ensure that antitrust law enforcement personnel have legal, technical 
and other professional knowledge in complex product and service ecosystems; On the other 
hand, strengthen the construction of digital antitrust technology institutions, and actively 
explore the ideas and methods of big data analysis, machine learning and intelligent algorithms 
in the antitrust of platform economy. 

4.3. Focus on Multi-party Cooperation. 
At present, the platform economy has a wide range of radiation, covering many subdivided 
industries such as local life, transportation, health care, information consulting, financial 
technology, social networking and so on. For law enforcement agencies, there is great pressure 
on platform enterprises with such a large number of supervision at the same time. Therefore, 
the anti-monopoly work needs to pool wisdom. On the one hand, we should pay more attention 
to the follow-up of consumer complaints, media public opinion and theoretical research, so as 
to grasp the important clues of anti-monopoly supervision; On the other hand, we should pay 
attention to strengthening international anti-monopoly cooperation, learn from the effective 
law enforcement experience of other countries, and enhance the regulation ability of 
multinational enterprises' monopoly behavior. 

5. Digital Enterprise Monopoly in the Era of Digital Economy -- 
Understanding and Prospect 

Digital economy involves manufacturing and data application and analysis. At present, we are 
far behind the world's leading level in both manufacturing and data application. What we are 
leading is the platform economy composed of large-scale e-commerce. Although we should be 
clearly aware that several major platforms of e-commerce in China played a very important role 
in the field of information analysis, transmission and logistics distribution during the epidemic, 
we should admit that we are still rough in terms of algorithm and in-depth analysis, and there 
is room for further improvement. If digital and information equipment manufacturing level 
represent computing power, our gap may be larger. 
The appearance of computing power problem is the high-end cutting-edge chip of lithography 
machine. In essence, it is the gap between precision manufacturing and material science in 
China. We should make up for the course of industrialization. The digitalization and digitization 
of mobile communication strengthen the position of hardware technology; The second is that 
algorithms are related to software, and hardware manufacturing is also related to software. It 
can be said that the development of intelligent manufacturing depends on system integration 
software. Third, the algorithm is highly related to applied mathematics and computing 
technology, and there are still deficiencies in talent reserve and talent education in China; 
Fourth, there are differences in the degree of digital development between cities. For example, 
Beijing's hardware manufacturing level is not very prominent, but China and even the world's 
cities with high algorithm level are also world leaders in software, data communication, data 
analysis and data transmission from the perspective of data analysis industry. At present, 
Beijing's digital technology has far surpassed Shanghai and Shenzhen in algorithm, analysis, 
transmission and software, and the overall scale has reached the sum of Shanghai and Shenzhen. 

6. Summary and Suggestions on Government Governance Research 

The digital monopoly in the digital era is quite different from the market monopoly in the 
traditional industrial economy era, and the monopoly effect is also different from the traditional 
market monopoly, natural monopoly and administrative monopoly. The marginal contribution 
of this project lies in, on the one hand, deepening the understanding of the essence and impact 
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of digital enterprise monopoly. On the other hand, it provides a reference for regulators to 
innovate governance ideas and contributes Chinese wisdom to the construction of the global 
antitrust system. 
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